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Activation 

ACCEO Transphere is a secure cloud-based platform which allows for transactional exchanges of 
data and payments directly in Acomba. An invoice can be generated directly from Acomba and 
sent via ACCEO Transphere. Customers are notified by email that an invoice is waiting for them 
in the ACCEO Transphere portal. Transphere can also be used to make payments to suppliers 
and designate up to two people to approve or refuse these payments. 

To access the ACCEO Transphere platform, an account must first be created for the company in 
ACCEO Transphere. In the Company Information window, the ACCEO Transphere tab has been 
added in order to activate the company and define the Transphere configuration parameters. 

 

Four buttons are displayed: 

 Activate the Company: Used to activate the company by creating an account on the 
ACCEO Transphere platform. 

 Test Communication: After activating the company, this button is used to test 
communications between Acomba and the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

 Reactivate the Company: Displays the Enter the ACCEO Transphere configuration key 
window in order to reactivate the company’s account in the event a new configuration 
key has been generated for the company on the Transphere platform. This option is 
used by the system administrator. 

 ACCEO Transphere Portal: Displays the Identification window, which allows the user to 
login to the ACCEO Transphere platform. 
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Activating the Company 

To activate the company, proceed as follows: 

1. In Acomba, click the Input menu and select Company > Company Information. 

 

2. Click the ACCEO Transphere tab followed by the Activate the Company button. The 
ACCEO Transphere – Activation window is displayed. 

 

3. For the time being, do not enter anything in the Activation Code field and leave the 
window open. 
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The ACCEO Transphere – Create your account window is displayed. 

 

4. Enter the appropriate details: Personal information, identifier, password and security 
question. 

5. Read and accept the terms and conditions of use and click Save. The Activate your 
Acomba window is displayed. 

 

6. Copy the activation code. 
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7. Back to the activation window, paste the five-digit activation code provided by ACCEO 
Transphere and click OK.  

Note: If the ACCEO Transphere account that has just been activated already has an 
organization number, a message is displayed indicating that the current 
company can be associated with an existing organization or that a new 
organization can be created. Select the existing organization or create a new 
one. 

For a new organization, the window used to enter the company’s contact information is 
displayed. 

 

8. Enter the organization’s contact information. Fields followed by an * are mandatory. 

9. Click OK. 
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10. Back to the Company Information window, the company identifier is indicated in the 
Unique identifier field. The identifier is the link between the Acomba company and the 
Transphere account. This field is read-only. 

11. To define the parameters regarding the ACCEO Transphere receipt and deposit, see 
ACCEO Transphere Receipt and ACCEO Transphere Deposit. 

12. Click Save. 

Note: In this step, it is recommended that you make a backup copy of the company in order to 
keep the data regarding ACCEO Transphere. 

Testing the Communication 

Once the company is activated, it is important to make sure that communications between 
Acomba and the ACCEO Transphere platform is established. 

1. In Acomba, click the Input menu and select Company > Company Information. 

 

2. Click the Test Communication button. The following message is displayed. 

 

3. Click OK. 

Note: It is recommended that this procedure be carried out from time to time to 
ensure that the link between Acomba and ACCEO Transphere works properly. 
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Transphere Customers 

Configuration 

Once the ACCEO Transphere account is created, various configuration steps must be carried out 
in the Accounts Receivable module. 

 Company Information 

 Accounts Receivable 

 Customer File 

Note: The Accounts Receivable module must be launched for the ACCEO Transphere functions 
to be available in Acomba. 

Company Information 

[Input menu, Company, Company Information, ACCEO Transphere tab] 

In the Company Information window, the ACCEO Transphere tab is accessible. This tab is used 
to define the parameters related to the ACCEO Transphere receipt. 

 

1. Select the ACCEO Transphere Receipt box. 

2. In the Authorized Minimum payment field, enter the minimum amount required to pay 
invoices, if applicable. 

3. Select the Payment in Full box to require full payment of the amount, if applicable. 

4. Click the  button to define the accounts for each Transphere payment 
method (see Accounts Receivable). 

5. Click Save. 
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When the window is closed, a message is displayed indicating that the system will send 
the invoices that have a balance and credit notes for customers who are configured to 
receive messages by email. 

 

It is recommended that they be sent now (see Sending the Transactions). They can also 
be sent later. 

6. Click Yes. 

 

7. When the transmission is completed, click Close. 
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Accounts Receivable 

[Input menu, Company, Company Information, ACCEO Transphere tab] 

In the Company Information window, ACCEO Transphere tab, the  button 

provides access to the account receivable window defined by default for the company. Each 

Transphere payment method must be linked to an account in the chart of accounts. 

 

1. Click the Accounts Receivable button. The window opens by default under the ACCEO 
Transphere tab. 

2. In the Number column, associate an account with each payment method by double-
clicking the field to select one from the list. 

3. Click Save to save the Transphere payment methods configuration. 

4. If required, repeat these steps for the other accounts receivable used by the company. 
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Customer File 

[Input menu, Accounts Receivable, Customers] 

In the Customer file, parameters related to ACCEO Transphere must be defined in the Address 
tab and the File (continued) tab. 

Address tab 

In the Internet group, the Invoicing column has been added. 

 

1. In the Invoicing column, check the box corresponding to the email address to use to 
send invoices by email. Only one address can be selected. 

2. Click Save. 

3. Repeat these steps for all customers who will receive their transactions via Transphere. 
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File (continued) tab 

In the Accounts Receivable group, the ACCEO Transphere checkbox has been added. 

 

1. Check the ACCEO Transphere box so that the customer can receive transactions via 
Transphere. 

2. Click Save. 

3. Repeat these steps for all customers who will receive their transactions via Transphere. 
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ACCEO Transphere Management AR 

[Input menu, Accounts Receivable, ACCEO Transphere Management AR] 

In the Accounts Receivable module, the ACCEO Transphere Management AR function has been 

added in order to provide rapid access to Transphere transaction management functions. 

Note: The ACCEO Transphere Management AR function is accessible if the user has the 

required right (User window > Privileges tab > Accounts Receivable sub-tab > ACCEO 

Transphere Management AR option). 

 

 Access the platform: Displays the platform Identification page in order to allow the user 
to connect to ACCEO Transphere. 

 Send Transactions: Sends all transactions that have not yet been sent to Transphere 
(see Sending Transactions). 

To the right of the Send Transactions button: 

 : The icon is blue when there are new transactions to send. The send function is 
available in this case. 

 : The icon is grey when there are no transactions to send. The send function is not 
available in this case. 

 Receipt: Displays the receipt window (see ACCEO Transphere Receipt). 

 Report: Displays the Customer Reports window> ACCEO Transphere tab, in order to 
generate the Verifying ACCEO Transphere Balances report. 
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Invoicing 

Creating an Invoice  

[Input menu, Invoicing, Invoices] 

When invoicing an ACCEO Transphere customer, the invoice can be sent to the ACCEO 
Transphere platform by clicking the E-Mail button. The customer receives an email from 
Transphere notifying them that they can view their invoice on the platform.   

Two conditions apply for sending transactions via ACCEO Transphere: 

 A portion of the amount of the invoice must be Receivable. 

 The invoice must be concluded by clicking E-Mail. 

 

In the Invoicing window, the Transphere tab has been added at the bottom of the window next 
to the Address tab. This tab appears if the customer is configured to receive transactions via 
Transphere. 
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The parameters under this tab are directly related to the configuration parameters defined in 

the Company Information window > ACCEO Transphere tab > ACCEO Transphere Receipt 

group. 

 The Minimum payment field displays the minimum amount required, if applicable. The 
field can be modified for the current invoice if required. 

Note: The required minimum payment must not exceed the balance of the invoice. 

 The Payment in full box is checked or cleared based on the configuration parameters. 
The box can be checked or cleared for the current invoice if required. 

To create a transaction to send to the Transphere platform, proceed as follows: 

1. Enter the transaction data. 

2. Use one of the following two options to finalize the transaction: 

 Click Save to save the transaction without sending it to Transphere. It can be sent 
later (see Sending Transactions). 

Or 

 Click E-mail to send the transaction to the Transphere platform immediately. A 
message is displayed indicating that the transaction was sent successfully. 

 

3. Click OK. The customer will receive an email from the ACCEO Transphere platform to 
inform them. 
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Sending Transactions 

[Input menu, Accounts Receivable, ACCEO Transphere Management AR] 

In the ACCEO Transphere Management AR window, the Send Transactions function is used to 

send to Transphere invoices that have a balance and credit notes that have never been sent. 

To the right of the Send Transactions button: 

 : The icon is blue when there are new transactions to send. The send function is available 
in this case. 

 : The icon is grey when there are no transactions to send. The send function is not 
available in this case. 

 

To send the transactions, proceed as follows: 

1. In the ACCEO Transphere Management AR window, click the Send Transactions button. 
A confirmation message is displayed. 

 

2. Click Yes.  
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A message is displayed showing the level of progress. 

 

3. Once the transmission is completed, click Close. 

ACCEO Transphere sends an email to the customers informing them that invoices are 
now available on the platform. 

 

The email displays the number of invoices and provides a link to ACCEO Transphere for 
customers to view and settle the transactions. 
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Example of an ACCEO Transphere Invoice 

When an invoice is sent via Transphere, the ACCEO Transphere logo is displayed in the upper 

right part of the window. 

 

1. Click the ACCEO Transphere link to access directly the Invoices sent page of the ACCEO 
Transphere platform (if the user is already connected to ACCEO Transphere). 

2. In the list, double-click the appropriate invoicing line to view the details. 
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Viewing Invoices Sent 

To view invoices sent to customers in ACCEO Transphere, proceed as follows: 

1. In the ACCEO Transphere Main Menu, click Invoices sent. 

 

2. In the Invoices sent window, Filters tab, define the selection criteria to display specific 
invoices or click Search to display all invoices sent. 
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ACCEO Transphere Receipt 

Transphere Receipt Parameters 

[Input menu, Accounts Receivable, ACCEO Transphere Management AR] 

The ACCEO Transphere Receipt Parameters window is used to generate the list of transactions 

to receive.  

 

 From the oldest transaction not processed: Selected by default, this option is used to 
obtain all transactions not processed starting with the oldest. 

 Invoice: Used to select a specific invoice in order to retrieve the receipts associated with 
this invoice. 

 From / To: Used to specify a range of dates in order to obtain the receipts included in 
this range. 

 Customer: Used to select a specific customer in order to obtain the receipts specific to 
this customer. 

 OK: Generates the list of receipts based on the parameters defined. 
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Transphere Receipt Window 

After defining the receipt parameters, the ACCEO Transphere Receipt window is displayed. 

Note: This window is also accessible by selecting an invoice from the list of invoices (Input 

menu, Invoicing, Invoices) and by clicking the ACCEO Transphere logo. 

 

Toolbar button description: 

 Hides payments already received (option activated by default when window is 
opened). 

 Hides Visa credit card payments. 

 Hides MasterCard credit card payments. 

 Hides American Express credit card payments. 

 Hides payments by transfer. 

 Displays the customer file. 

 Displays the invoice. 

 Displays the receipt. 

 Unselects/selects all lines. 

 Back to the Receipt Parameters window. 
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The first column in the table is used to select the transactions to receive in Acomba: 

  Indicates that the transaction is already received. 

  Indicates that the transaction can be received. 

  Indicates that the transaction is selected to be received.  

The second column in the table indicates the nature of the transaction: 

 Cr for credits returned by the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

 Re for rejects returned by the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

 Empty for payments settled via the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

 Rf for refunds returned by the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

Payment: Date on which the transaction was carried out on the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

Settlement: Date on which the amount of the payment should be paid into the bank account. 

Invoice: Invoice number associated with the transaction. 

Customer: Customer number associated with the transaction. 

Additional Information: Description included in the payment created when the transaction is 

received (Ref.) 

Method: Transaction payment method: transfer or credit card. 

Amount: Amount of the transaction. 

Total receipts selected: Total of the transactions selected in the table. This total does not 

include discounts. 

Save: Saves the selection of transactions to receive. 

In Acomba, receipts are managed as follows: 

 The receipt of a payment creates a payment associated with the transaction or with 

“Other charges (customer)”. 

 The receipt of a credit creates an “Other charges (customer)” entry. 

 The receipt of the rejection of a transfer creates an “Other charges (customer)” entry. 

 The receipt of a refund creates a “Credit (customers)” entry. 
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Customer Payment 

[Input menu, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Receivable Payment] 

When the customer pays an ACCEO Transphere invoice without going through the ACCEO 

Transphere platform, the payment procedure is carried out in Acomba. 

 

When saving the payment, a message is displayed to indicate that invoices have a Transphere 

payment link. 

 

 Click Yes to confirm. 

Once the payment is made, the amount paid for each invoice with a payment link is transferred 

to the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

Note: Discounts are not managed with ACCEO Transphere. If the organization manages 

discounts, it is recommended that you contact technical support.  
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Verifying ACCEO Transphere Balances 

[Report menu, Accounts Receivable, Customer Reports, ACCEO Transphere tab] 

This report is used to compare the balances in the accounts with those of the ACCEO Transphere 

platform. 

 

1. Define the report parameters (sort, range of dates, etc.) 

2. In the Options group, exclude certain transactions if required: 

 Exclude invoices whose balances are at zero  

 Exclude invoices whose balances are equal 

3. Click Produce. 

 

The report displays the total Acomba transactions and the balance, as well as the total 

Transphere transactions and the balance. The Difference column displays the difference 

between the two balances. 
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Note:  A difference between the two balances is generally due to the fact that the transactions 

carried out via the ACCEO Transphere platform have not yet been received in the 

Acomba system. If not, contact technical support to rectify the situation. 

In exceptional situations, invoices could be present only in Acomba or only in Transphere. In this 

case, the report could display the following sections: 

 Invoices found only in Acomba 

 Invoices found only in Transphere 
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Transphere Suppliers 

Configuration 

Before being able to pay supplier invoices via ACCEO Transphere, two configuration steps must 
be carried out in Acomba. 

 Company Information 

 Supplier File 

Note: The Accounts Payable module must be launched for the ACCEO Transphere functions to 
be available in Acomba. 

Company Information 

[Input menu, Company, Company Information, ACCEO Transphere tab] 

In the Company Information window, the ACCEO Transphere tab is accessible. This tab is used 
to define the parameters related to the ACCEO Transphere deposit and to invite suppliers to join 
Transphere. 

 

1. Under the ACCEO Transphere tab, check the ACCEO Transphere Deposit box. 

2. Click the Bank Configuration button. 
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The ACCEO Transphere Deposit window is displayed. 

 

3. In the ACCEO Transphere Deposit window, General tab, enter the following 
information: 

 Company Name 

 Institution Number 

 Branch Number 

 Account/Folio Number 

Note: These data must correspond to those that were defined in ACCEO Transphere for 
the payment of supplier invoices. 

4. Click OK to confirm. 

5. Back to the Company Information window, ACCEO Transphere tab, click the Invite All 
Suppliers button to invite suppliers immediately. 

All suppliers for whom a valid email address is defined in their file under the Address tab 
receive an email from ACCEO Transphere inviting them to register for ACCEO 
Transphere. Note: These suppliers must have had a business relationship with the 
company in the last two years under anti-spam legislation. 

To view the invitations that have been generated, in the ACCEO Transphere 
Management AP window, click the View supplier invitations on the platform link. 

6. For an invitation to be launched automatically when creating a new supplier, check the 
Automatically Invite New Suppliers box. An email address must be defined in the 
supplier file. 

7. Click Save.  
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Supplier File 

[Input menu, Accounts Payable, Suppliers, Electronic Deposit tab] 

In the Supplier file, parameters related to ACCEO Transphere must be defined under the 
Address tab and the Electronic Deposit window. 

1. Under the Address tab, enter an email address. 

 

2. Check the Direct Deposit box to use this address to send emails. 

3. Click the Electronic Deposit tab. 

 

4. Check the ACCEO Transphere Deposit box.  
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5. The Business Link field is read-only. This link is displayed when the business links are 
retrieved and the statement “Active link” is displayed below. 

6. Click the Save and invite button to invite the supplier to join ACCEO Transphere. The 
statement “Invitation sent” is displayed below the button as confirmation. If it is an 
existing supplier, the button indicates Invite. 

Note: The user can wait and send an invitation to all users at the same time once the 
supplier files are configured (see Invite all Suppliers). 

The supplier receives an email from the Transphere platform informing them that the 
company is currently implementing a secure payment platform to pay its suppliers. 

Based on the period defined in Transphere, the supplier receives a second email inviting 
them to create their Transphere account by clicking the CREATE YOUR ACCEO 
TRANSPHERE ACCOUNT link. 

 

7. Follow this procedure for all suppliers that you want to pay via ACCEO Transphere. 
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ACCEO Transphere Management AP 

[Input menu, Accounts Payable tab, ACCEO Transphere Management AP] 

In the Accounts Payable module, the ACCEO Transphere Management AP function has been 

added in order to provide rapid access to the Transphere transaction management functions. 

Note: The ACCEO Transphere Management AP function is accessible if the user has the 

required right (User window > Privileges tab > under the Accounts Payable sub-tab > 

ACCEO Transphere Management AP option). 

 

 Access the platform: Displays the platform Identification page to enable the user to 
login to ACCEO Transphere. 

 View submitted transactions: Used to view the transactions that have been submitted 
in ACCEO Transphere (see Viewing submitted transactions). 

 Invite all suppliers: Sends an invitation to all suppliers at the same time (see Invite all 
Suppliers). 

 Retrieve business links: Used to retrieve the business links in order to enter them in 
each supplier file (see Retrieving business links). The number of business links retrieved 
is indicated in parentheses. 

 View supplier invitations on the platform: Used to view the list of invitations sent to 
suppliers on the ACCEO Transphere platform (Viewing supplier invitations on the 
platform).  
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Inviting all Suppliers 

[Input menu, Accounts Payable tab, ACCEO Transphere Management AP] 

The Invite all suppliers function is used to send an invitation to all suppliers at the same time. 
The suppliers receive an email from ACCEO Transphere inviting them to create an account on 
the platform. 

Note: An email address must be defined in the supplier file and the ACCEO Transphere 

Deposit option must be activated under the Electronic Deposit tab. Suppliers must have 

had a business relationship with the company in the last two years under anti-spam 

legislation. 

To invite all suppliers, proceed as follows: 

1. In the ACCEO Transphere Management AP window, click the Invite all Suppliers button. 

Acomba then sends the supplier information to ACCEO Transphere. Once the 
information is received, Transphere sends an email to each supplier informing them that 
the company is currently implementing a secure payment platform to pay its suppliers. 

The supplier then receives a second email inviting them to create their Transphere 
account by clicking the CREATE YOUR ACCEO TRANSPHERE ACCOUNT link. 

 

2. After sending the invitations, the user can view supplier invitations on the platform. 
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Viewing Supplier Invitations on the Platform 

[Input menu, Accounts Payable tab, ACCEO Transphere Management AP] 

To view the supplier invitations on the platform, proceed as follows: 

1. In the ACCEO Transphere Management AP window, click the View supplier invitations 
on the platform link. The Supplier invitations window is displayed. 

 

The list displays all suppliers to whom an invitation has been sent by email. 

 The Send status column indicates the status of invitations for each supplier: 

 The Invite button is used to send the invitation to the supplier manually. 

 The Resend button is used to send the invitation to the supplier again. 

 The Cancelled status indicates that the invitation was cancelled using the  
button. 

 The Sent at column indicates the date that the invitation was sent to the supplier. 

 The Send attempts column indicates the number of times that the invitation was 
sent to the supplier. 

 The Progress column indicates the progress. When all of the circles are green, it 
means that the supplier has created an account and the business link is displayed in 
the E-business link column. 

2. To refresh the list, click Refresh. 
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Retrieving Business Links 

[Input menu, Accounts Payable tab, ACCEO Transphere Management AP] 

When each supplier has accepted the invitation and their business links have been created in 
ACCEO Transphere, the business link can be retrieved.  

Note: The number of business links that can be retrieved is indicated in parentheses on the 
Retrieve business links button. 

 

To retrieve the business links, proceed as follows: 

1. In the ACCEO Transphere Management AP window, click the Retrieve business links 
button.  

The following information is displayed below the button:  

 The number of new links retrieved. 

 The number of deactivated links. 

 The number of reactivated links. 
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In the supplier file, the business link from ACCEO Transphere is retrieved and saved 
automatically under the Electronic Deposit tab, Business Link field. The statement Active is also 
displayed below the Invite button. 

Entering a Supplier Invoice 

The invoice entry procedure has not changed for suppliers who have a business link with ACCEO 
Transphere. 

However, it is important to enter the supplier invoice number in order to easily trace it in ACCEO 
Transphere. 
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Electronic Payment of a Supplier Invoice 

[Input menu, Accounts Payable, Accounts Payable Payment,  button] 

 

To pay a supplier invoice, proceed as follows: 

1. In the payment window, click the Payment on Hold  button to display the Payment 
– Electronic deposit on hold for suppliers. 

2. Check the box for each invoice to pay and click Save. 

3. Back to the main window, click the Deferred Processing tab and Print Checks / 
Payments. 

 

4. In the Type of Payment group, select ACCEO Transphere Deposit. 
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5. Click OK. 

 

6. Check the appropriate payments and click Print. A message is displayed. 

 

7. Click Yes. 

A message is displayed if a deposit file already exists. 

 

8. Click Delete this file and create a new one to create a deposit file for the current 
electronic payment. A message is displayed. 

 

9. Click Yes to print the ACCEO Transphere deposit statement, if applicable.  
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The printing window is displayed. 

 

10. Define the printing parameters and click Print. 

 

11. Click Transfer ACCEO Transphere deposits. The EFT Server window is displayed. 

 

Note: This window is also accessible from the Deferred Processing window by clicking 

the  button. 

12. Check if the type of payment in the upper part of the window corresponds to ACCEO 
Transphere Deposit. If not, select the appropriate type in the drop-down list. 

13. Click Transmit via Internet. 
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A message confirms that the file was sent to the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

 

14. Click Yes to access the ACCEO Transphere portal directly to approve the deposits. 

 

15. In the Electronic transaction lot window, click the Submit all transactions button. 

 

16. Click Yes to submit the transactions. 

 

In the Transaction Status window, indicate “Submitted to the system”. 

ACCEO Transphere sends an email to confirm that the supplier invoice payment has 
been submitted correctly. 
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Viewing Submitted Transactions 

[Input menu, Accounts Payable, ACCEO Transphere Management AP] 

When supplier invoices are paid and the payments have been submitted, the transactions 

submitted can be viewed. 

1. In the ACCEO Transphere Management AP window, click the View submitted 
transactions button. The ACCEO Transphere Transactions window is displayed. 

 

2. Specify a range of dates From/To for the transactions to view. 

3. Select the All option to view the transactions of all suppliers or the Selection option to 
select a specific supplier. 

4. In the Transaction Statuses group, check the All box to view all statuses or check only 
the box of statuses to view. 

5. Click OK. The Transphere – Status of Transactions Submitted window is displayed. This 
window is used to view the transactions based on the statuses specified in the previous 
step. It can also be used to reverse transactions that are rejected, cancelled or refused. 
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Description of buttons in the toolbar: 

 Hide transactions whose status is Rejected, Cancelled or Refused. 

 Hide transactions whose status is Error, Needs appr. or Part. appr. 

Hide transactions whose status is Waiting. 

 Hide transactions whose status is Submitted. 

 Hide transactions which are reversed in the list. 

 Display the payment for the transaction selected in the list. 

 Display the file of the supplier associated with the transaction selected in the list. 

 View the batch on the ACCEO Transphere platform. 

 Unselect all transactions that are selected in the list. 

 Select all transactions that are not selected in the list. 

 Back to the ACCEO Transphere Transactions window. 

 Display the reversal of the transaction selected in the list. 

The first column in the list is used to select the transactions to reverse in Acomba: 

 Indicates that the transaction is already reversed. 

 Indicates that the transaction can be reversed. 

 Indicates that the transaction is checked in order to be reversed. 

The second column in the list indicates the status of the transaction using a coloured 
dot: 

 Rejected after being submitted to the system, Cancelled, Approval refused: 
Transactions corresponding to one of these three statuses are identified by a red 
dot . 

 Error at the last submission to the system, Needs approval, Partially approved: 
Transactions corresponding to one of these three statuses are identified by a yellow 

dot . 

 Waiting to be submitted to the system: Transactions corresponding to this status 

are identified by a blue dot . 

 Submitted to the system: Transactions corresponding to this status are identified by 
a green dot . 

The other columns in the list display the following information: The batch number, the 
electronic file creation date, the date the funds are available, the Acomba payment 
number, the supplier’s name and address, the bank account number in the chart of 
accounts, the Transphere reference number and the amount of the payment. 
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6. To reverse a transaction whose status is Cancelled, Rejected or Refused (red dot ), 

check the  box of the appropriate line and click the Reverse button. Once reversed, a 
red X is displayed in the 2nd column. 

An “Other charge (Supplier)” transaction is generated in Acomba to reverse the ACCEO 
Transphere deposit. 

 


